Subject: Under ground power

To whom it may concern,

I wish to convey my support for the extension of under ground power through out the City of Melville and metropolitan Perth.

Under ground power is an obvious progression for a community future proofing on many levels.

Providing this much needed infrastructure that is common place through out most of Perth is a necessity.

I would agree that the current funding approach is good although flawed in relation to low income earners who in this climate struggle with day to day expenses. I believe it to be a State funding issue predominantly perhaps partially from the budget of roads infrastructure as this will give better and safer lighting making roads safer.

The whole community will benefit on many levels; continuous power, more modern infrastructure and a more aesthetically pleasing community environment.

This issue must be addressed now and not left for the next generation to clean up because of government stalling and side stepping.

Yours sincerely

Adam Rees and Susanne Taylor-Rees